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Abstract: Based on the dispersionless KP (dKP) theory, we study a topological
Landau-Ginzburg (LG) theory characterized by a rational potential. Writing the
dKP hierarchy in a general form treating all the primaries in an equal basis, we
find that the hierarchy naturally includes the dispersionless (continuous) limit of
Toda hierarchy and its generalizations having a finite number of primaries. Several
flat solutions of the topological LG theory are obtained in this formulation, and are
identified with those discussed by Dubrovin. We explicitly construct gravitational
descendants for all the primary fields. Giving a residue formula for the 3-point
functions of the fields, we show that these 3-point functions satisfy the topological
recursion relation. The string equation is obtained as the generalized hodograph
solutions of the dKP hierarchy, which show that all the gravitational effects to
the constitutive equations (2-point functions) can be renormalized into the coupling
constants in the small phase space.
1. Introduction
a

A coupled system of the gravity and topological matter fields φ
given by the action

S = S0+

Σ

α £ primaries

a

tN,af σN(φ ),

(primaries) is

(1.1)

Σ

with So the basic action obtained by twisting an ordinary model, σN(φ*) the Nth
gravitational descendant of φ α , and £#,<* m e coupling constants. It is essentially
characterized by genus-zero 3-point functions (φaφβφy). The topological field theory
* Present address: Department of Communication Engineering, Osaka University, 2-1 Yamada Oka
Suita, Osaka 565, Japan.
* * Supported in part by NSF grant DMS-9403597.
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(TFT) corresponding to the action (1.1) is defined such that, when the descendants
couplings are turned off at certain values, the 3-point functions (φaφβφy) := caβy of
the theory satisfy a set of equations,
*β

η

Σ
λ, μ=ρrimaries

caβληλμcμyδ

: =

=

ccβo

c

=

c o n s t a n t ?

Σ

(flatness of metric),

cayληλμcμβδ

(associativity).

(1.2a)

(1.2c)

λ, μ=primaries

Here ta := t^a are the primary couplings in (1.1), and r\χμ is the inverse oϊr\λμ. The
set of these Eqs. (1.2) is called the WDVV equation [Dul], and the solutions of
this equation describe the topological limits of the TFT coupled to the gravity (the
"flat" solutions). In this paper, we call the space of primary couplings ta alone the
"small" phase space, and the entire coupling space the "large" phase space.
The genus-zero limit of certain TFT's coupled to the gravity is equivalent to the
dispersionless limit of the KP (dKP) hierarchy with a reduction. In [DVV1] the flat
solutions to the A-,D-, and E- (ADE-) models of the topological minimal models
were obtained by the Landau-Ginzburg (LG) description. In particular, a structure
of the dKP hierarchy was found for the case of the A-model, where the fusion
ring of the primaries is given by a "polynomial" ring of one variable p, the quasimomentum, over an ideal given by the LG potential. This approach was further
extended in [AK,Kr2,T] by introducing a "rational" LG potential, which includes
the D-model and its extension [T]. TFT's with a rational potential appear in several
literatures, such as a classical limit of the multi-matrix model [BX], the multi-field
representations of the KP hierarchy [ANPV], and the symmetry constrained KP
hierarchy [OS]. (They are all equivalent, and have the same Lax operators.)
A classification of the flat solutions of the W D W equation was given in [Du2],
by studying the Frobenius manifold, but not in the dKP approach. The group theoretical structure behind the solution was understood by associating the scale dimensions
of the primaries with the degrees of the Coxeter group. It was then shown that all
the classified solutions fall into the ADE-series or the relatives by some truncations
ι
[Z], Quite recently the solution of the CP model [W,DW] was also found in the
LG approach [EY]. Of course, there are other flat solutions [W,DW] for which the
LG description is not yet known.
All these flat solutions are obtained as the topological limits of the TFT coupled
to the gravity. The generalizations of the analysis to the large phase space has been
carried out in a rather limited extent, except in [AK, Kr2,LP]. The framework based
on the cohomology in [W,DW] provides a perturbative method to study the TFT
in the large phase space. But the integrable structure behind such a solution of the
theory remains obscure. In this regard, the approach based on the dKP hierarchy
with the LG picture prevails over the cohomological approach.
The aim of this paper is to study the topological LG theory having a rational
potential based on the dKP hierarchy previously proposed in [AK], and we answer
several questions mentioned above. The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we
give a mathematical background of the dKP theory. The main purpose in this section
is to rewrite the dKP hierarchy in a general form treating all the primaries in an equal
basis, and show that it includes several fusion rings for a single rational potential.
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In particular, the dispersionless limit of Toda (dToda) hierarchy [TTl,Kol,SV] is
shown to be naturally included in this formulation as a special choice of the ring.
Section 3 introduces the universal coordinates for the deformation variables of
the rational potential. Then writing the dKP hierarchy with these coordinates, we
show the integrability of the hierarchy. The generalized GeΓfand-Dikey potentials
in the hierarchy are also given explicitly in a residue formula. We also find several
flat solutions corresponding to the topological limits of our TFT model.
In Sect. 4, based on the integrability of the hierarchy, we define the free energy
and the JV-point functions of the TFT. The 3-point function is explicitly expressed
by a residue formula. We also define another type of the free energy and the corresponding Λf-point functions, which are the functions of the universal coordinates.
But the 2-point functions of both types are found to be a unique object. Namely
these 2-point functions calculated from the respective free energies coincide. Moreover, the 2-point functions are free from the choice of the primary rings obtained
in the general formulation of the dKP hierarchy. This leads to a symmetry of the
WDVV equation discussed in [Du2]. A hamiltonian form for the dKP hierarchy is
also found in terms of 1-point functions which are also given explicitly.
Section 5 defines the gravitational descendants for all the primary fields. In particular, we elaborate the descendants of the primary φ~ι generated by the derivative
of "log"-function (i.e. non-vanishing residue at infinity) which is a typical flow in
the dToda hierarchy. The descendant fields of φ~ι for the dToda hierarchy (CP 1 model) were first found in [EY], but in a rather heuristic way. Here we give not
only a mathematical justification to their result but also a general formulation of
the descendants. Then we show that the topological recursion relation for these
descendants naturally inheres in the framework of the dKP theory.
In Sect. 6, we show that the solution of the dKP hierarchy is completely determined in the small phase space. This implies that all the gravitational effects to
the constitutive equations (2-point functions) can be renormalized in the primary
couplings. This is precisely the theorem obtained in [KG] for a study of the dKP
hierarchy, and the string equation is then obtained as a consequence of this theorem.
The solution of the string equation is given algebraically in the generalized hodograph transform, and can be explicitly obtained as a perturbative solution with small
gravitational couplings. This is the well-known procedure of the renormalization in
the quantum field theory.
In Sect. 7, we discuss the critical phenomena based on our LG theory. The main
objective here is to study the scaling behavior of the solution to the dKP hierarchy
in the small phase space. The critical exponents of the free energy and the primaries
are calculated for the scaling models, which has no scaling violation term, such as
log-solution. Among the LG theories having a different type of rational potentials,
we find that there exists an equivalent pair in the sense that two theories in this
pair give the same scaling behavior at all the critical points. This symmetry is a
consequence of our general formulation of the dKP hierarchy introduced in Sect. 2.
In Sect. 8, we illustrate the results obtained in this paper by taking several explicit examples including the CP1-model [DW, EY], and especially we give the corresponding free energies for the flat solutions. We also provide a detail analysis of
the terms including log-singularity in Appendix A, and a brief overview of the dKP
theory in Appendix B.
In this paper, we restrict ourself to the analysis of the TFT in the genus-zero
limit, which corresponds to a spherical approximation of the world sheet in the
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string theory. Eflfects of finite genus to the world sheet may be studied by replacing
the quasi-momentum p in the rational potential by a differential symbol δ (i.e.
the multi-matrix models of [BX,Da]), or by promoting the potential into a matrix
form [KO]. Quantization of the dKP theory may be also obtained by the Moyal
deformation [S]. We will study these in a future communication.

2. Preliminary on the Dispersionless KP Hierarchy
In this paper we study a topological Landau-Ginzburg (LG) theory with a rational
potential given by a Laurent polynomial of p and (p — s)~ι [AK,Kr2],
W = W(p;v,s)
p-s
(m- l)(p-s)m~ι

+

m(p-s)m

(2.1

Here the variable p represents the quasi-momentum of the field, and the (complex) coefficients va, —m ^ a ^ n — 1, and s are the deformation variables of the
potential. At the singularities p = oo and p = s of the W potential we introduce
the local coordinates λ and μ,
for large p ,

λ = p + o(-)9

(2.2a)

\PJ

=

ψ^ + Q^

p-s

f()r s m a l l

_s ^

φ2b^

which are also globally defined through [AK, T]
OH+l

W=^—

,.m

=^ .

(2.3)

The main objective in this paper is to study deformation of the W potential
in the framework of the LG theory for TFT, where the deformation is induced by
coupling constants. Here we introduce an infinite number of coupling constants t\
for ί e Z, and consider the deformation variables {va} and s to be functions of
ί/'s. Then we assume the W potential to satisfy the following flow equations of the
deformation,

with the generators Q defined by
for 0 ^ / < oo ,
Qi.=

[logl]+ - [logμ]_, for i = -1 ,
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The symbols [ ] + and [•]_ indicate the parts of non-negative powers in p and
negative powers in p — s, respectively. In Appendix A, we give a precise definition
of these it projections, and also provide explicit calculations of the terms including
ι
the log - terms, such as logλ and logμ. In particular, one can show that Q~ =
\og(p — s), which was previously used in [AK, Kr2]. It should be also noted that
ι
the definition of Q~ in (2.5) is natural, even though it looks complicated. Indeed,
ι
this definition clearly shows that Q~ is a generator of degree zero in p having
contributions from both singularities p = oo and p — s in the rational potential W.
Equation (2.4) is nothing but the dispersionless KP (dKP) hierarchy [KG,TT2,
Krl,Dul] with the reduction given by the W potential (2.1). We refer to the set
of Eqs. (2.4) as the dKP hierarchy in this paper, even though we mainly concern
with the reduced one. In Appendix B, we briefly summarize the theory of the dKP
hierarchy. Note here that each deformation in (2.4) should be independent from
the others. Namely we have to have the compatibility conditions among the flows
in (2.4), that is, d2W/dtidtj = d2W/dtjdti for all ij e Z, which can be confirmed
by:
Lemma 2.1. The generators Qι satisfy the zero curvature condition,

ψ:-d-§^ + {Q\QJ} = o, foπjez.

(2.6)

Proof. Here we give a proof in the general form: Let F and G be the functions
of either λ or μ, and define F± := [F]± and G± := [G]±. The flow parameters
corresponding to F± and G± are denoted by t± and s±9 respectively. Then, for the
case with F+ and G_, we have

For the case with F+ and G+, that is, both F and G are the functions of λ, we
have
ds+

| δs

Using these results, the case including Q λ can be also shown by a similar but
careful computation (see Appendix A for details). D
We thus see that the flows commute if those generators are the functions of λ
or/and μ only. The compatibility of the flows (Lemma 2.1) implies that the dKP
hierarchy (2.4) possesses an infinite number of symmetries inducing the conservation
laws (see Theorem 3.3), and leading to its integrability. This gives the main reason
why we use the dKP hierarchy to express the deformation with an infinite number
of coupling constants.
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Let us now consider a ring of Laurent polynomials over C, denoted by C[p,
(p — s)~1]. A basis for this ring may be given by

Φ':=d-§,

fez.

(2.7)

Namely φ1 is a Laurent polynomial of degree / £ Z. Introducing an ideal given by
dW
n
{m+ι)
:= w' = φ - φdp

=0,

(2.8)

we have a (commutative and associative) finite dimensional rational ring of dimension « + m + l,

A basis of this ring 01 can be taken to be a set of n + m + 1 consecutive elements
in Eq. (2.7), including φ° as an identity element of the ring. We thus consider here
a topological field theory with n + m + 1 primary fields. Since φn and </>~(m+1) are
identified by Eq. (2.8), a natural basis may be chosen as
(2.10)

{φ*' * e An,m} ,
where the set of indices Δn^m C Z is given by
4,, M := {/€ Z : - / « ^ i g / i } .

(2.11)

The fields φa in (2.10) are called the "primaries," which describe the matter fields
of our TFT, while the other φ's are the "gravitational descendants." (Throughout
this paper, we use the Greek letters for the primary indices, and the Roman letters
for all indices including both primary and descendant indices.) The TFT is then
described by an action,

Σ

ttφ',

(2.12)

where So is the matter sector action. In this formula, the coupling constants ta with
α e Δn^m are called the primary couplings describing the deformation of the matter
sector of the TFT, while all the others are the gravitational couplings describing the
gravitational deformations.
In the viewpoint of the dKP hierarchy (2.4), the fields φι and the coupling
constants tt are related by

where p* is a root of the ideal W'(p) = 0, denoted by p* e Ker W'. This is the
Riemann invariant form of the flow (2.4) which is a quasi-linear system of first
order equations for the deformation variables va and s in W. In this form of the
dKP hierarchy, we note that the primary coupling to plays a particular role, called the
"cosmological constant" in string theory, and the corresponding field is the identity
φ°. These are customarily denoted as to = t& and φ° = έ?, where 3P is called the
"puncture" operator. However, writing the dKP hierarchy (2.4) in a more general
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form, one can define a different set of primary fields, and associate tap with another
primary coupling tao for some αo φ 0, whose field is of course the identity of this
set. This general form of the dKP hierarchy may be given by
(2.14)

{Qj,W}i = {Qi9W}j,
where {A,B}i represents the Poisson bracket with the (pji) pair, i.e.
dAdB

dAdB

:

( 21 5 )

<**>' =M-W

This is derived from (2.4) and (2.6), and the dKP hierarchy in (2.4) corresponds
to the case with j = 0. From the form (2.14) with fixed j = αo G An^m, the flow
equation for the W potential similar to (2.13) takes the form,
dW(p.)

(2 16)

)~ ^ r
This defines a set of new primary fields with a fixed αo e

Δnytn,

{φ« : = (/>7<p(mod W): α e An,m) ,

(2.17)

whose identity element is given by φa°. This implies that we have n + m -f 1 different choices of the puncture operator, & = φa\ and the cosmological constant
t& — t<xo Note that each new field φ α is also defined as an element of the ring ^ in
(2.9). One should also note that the hierarchy (2.14) is mathematically equivalent
to (2.4), and the solutions of this hierarchy are of course the same as those of (2.4).
However, as we explained above, the physical significance of the flow parameters
ta is different, and this observation will be useful to construct various solutions relevant to our TFT. In particular, the dKP hierarchy in (2.14) with j = αo = — 1 turns
out to be the dispersionless (or continuous) limit of the generalized Toda hierarchy
[Kol], and introducing P : = p — s, (2.14) becomes
dW_ (dQ,dW
F
dt,
~ \dPdt^
The right-hand side gives the Poisson bracket for the dispersionless Toda hierarchy [TT1]. The basis of this ring is then given by
ι

{φ« = Pφ\moά W) : α e An,m} c C[P9P~ ] ,

(2.19)

and the W potential is
w

=

1
n+1

+1

^
P

^ |

^

With the ideal (2.8), the fusion algebra on the ring & is defined by the product
rule,
φ«φβ = Σ cfΦy
(mod W'\ for α, β e An,m ,
(2.21)
with the structure constants cf. Associativity of the fusion algebra plays a fundamental role for the TFT described by the W potential. It is then an important subject
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to study the structure constants as functions of the coupling constants U for / G Z.
We will study the fusion algebra (2.21) in terms of the 3-point functions in Sect. 4.
As a final remark of this section, we note that our choice of the rational ring
ι
on C[p,(p — s)~ ] can be naturally extended to a more general case with multipoles at p = Si, i = 1,...,/, proposed in [ANPV, BX, Kr2]. In fact, because of the
λ
asymmetric form of p and (p — s)~ , it is immediate to see that a ring in this general
ι
1
case is defined on the Laurent polynomials in C[p,(p — s\)~ ,...,(p
— sι)~ ].

3. The dKP Hierarchy in the Universal Coordinates
The dKP hierarchy (2.4) defines the flows of the variables va, —m ίg a £Ξ n — 1,
and s. In this section we reformulate the dKP hierarchy (2.4) in terms of new variables, that is, a reparametrization of the deformation variables. These new variables
which we refer to as the "universal coordinates" are introduced as follows: First we
invert Eqs. (2.2a) and (2.2b) in terms of p respectively (see also Appendix B for a
motivation of this procedure),
p =λ-

-7-j^A,

,

for large λ ,

(3.1a)

A,

_
u-2
p =u λ H
1

u-1
h— Y H

,

for large μ .

(3.1b)

Then we have:
Lemma 3.1. The coefficients u1 for i e Z can be expressed as the residue formulae,
res [λi+ι],

( ^

for 0 Si < oo,

res [log A] + res [log μ], for i = - 1 ,
p=oo

TTΓ—r resfμl 1 !" 1 ],
,

)

(3 2

^ " ^

p=s

for — oo < / ^ —2 .

1*1 p=s

(The residue formula is defined in the usual way as (A3) in Appendix A.)
Proof These formulae except i = — 1 can be shown by replacing the differential
dp in the residue integral with that of the local coordinate, i.e. dp = (dp/dλ)dλ or
dp — (dpjdμ)dμ. As explained in Appendix A, the u~x is evaluated as
u~x = res [logλ] + res[logμ] = res [logp] - rQs[log(p - s)]
p=oo

p=s

p=oo

§ logpdp- § \og(p-s)dp
2ni r

p—s

p-s

dp — s,

where the contourκCoo is taken around p = oo, and Cs to surround a branch cut
between p = s and p = oo, in both directions counter-clockwise. D
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Note in (3.2) that the coefficients if for α G Δn^m are determined from the deforα
mation variables va and s in Eq. (2.1), while the others are polynomials of these w
a
(see Proposition 3.3 for their explicit forms). These variables u play an important
role throughout this paper, and we call them the universal coordinates of the deformation. One of the main purposes of this paper is to construct them as functions of
the coupling constants f by solving the dKP hierarchy (2.4).
a
α
We note that the universal coordinates u are related to the primaries 0 through
the W potential:
Proposition 3.2. For each primary index oc e An,m, we have

7ΠΓ = 0« -= Σ
ϋ u

n«βΦβ, ( m o d r ) ,

(3.3)

βA

where a metric ηaβ is defined by

{
(Throughout
indices.)

<W«-i,

for - 1 ^ α,jϊ g Λ,

<W-m-2, for -/w <; α,/J g - 2 ,

(3.4)

0,
otherwise.
this paper, we use ηaβ = rf$ for lowering and raising the primary

Proof. We differentiate ua in (3.2) with respect to u$ to find for 0 ^ α, β ^ n,

'H

p=oo

On the other hand the definition of φβ in (2.7) leads to
res [λ"-ψ]

= res [λ*-^] = δa+βtn^

(3.5)

for 0 ^ β ^ n. By inspecting (3.1) we note for 0 ^ β ^ n,

Then the uniqueness of polynomials which are orthogonal to λa~n gives Eq. (3.3)
for 0 ^ α ^ «. A similar calculation leads to the cases for — m ^ α < 0. D
The formula (3.3) is a Legendre transform between
{u* : α G zlw,w}

and {0 α : α G zlw,w}

with the generator W9 i.e. dW = X]αGzj φadua, and gives an inversion formula for
a reconstruction of the fF potential from the universal coordinates ua (see Eq. (23)
in [AK] for the explicit formula). The most important aspect of the coefficients uι
in (3.1) is that they give the conserved densities of the dKP hierarchy. Namely we
have:
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ij

ij

Theorem 3.3. There exist functions G = G (u) such that

Proof. This can be proved by a general formulation of the dKP hierarchy, which
does not depend on the form of W (see Appendix B). Here we give a proof by
ι
a direct calculation using the explicit formula of u given by (3.2): For / ^ 0 and
ij
any 7 6 Z the quantity G can be obtained as

| £ = res \λ'£\ = res [λ'{QJ,λ}l

= res

res

p=oo

For other cases, similar calculations lead to the following explicit formulae for

Gij =

res [λi+ιφJ]

= - — - res [Xj+lft],

i + 1 ^=00

0 ^ i, j < oo ,

(3.7a)

7 + 1 /?=°°

],

2 ^ / < oo, 1 ^ y < oc ,

'L

1 ^ / < oo, 2 ^ 7 < oo ,

(3.7b)

7

rr res \λι+ιφ
1

] , 0 ^ / < 00, 1 ^ / < 00 ,

ji

'-^" = G~ = {

(3.7c)
-T^T restμ 7 ' " 1 ^ 1 ' ] ,
7

ι

ι

0 ^ / < 00, 2 ^ 7 < 00 ,

p=j

ι

ι

G~ ~ = res [ log! φ~ ] + res[ logμ φ~ ] = \ogu-m .
p=oo

(3.7d)

p=s

These can be more easily obtained by using the formula (4.6) in Proposition 4.3. D
Note from (3.7) that Gij are symmetric in the indices, Gij' = Gjί, thereby
du>

ΊΓj

duJ
=

^ Γ'

(3 8)

We also note from (3.2) that
tί = Gi0 .

(3.9)

The densities G'7 are referred to as the generalized GeΓfand-Dikey (GD) potential.
As we will show in the next section, these expressions of the generalized GD
potentials will lead to the definitions of the TV-point functions and the free energy
of our TFT.
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ij

Jl

From Theorem 3.3 and G = G , we also have:
ij

Corollary 3.4. The generalized GD potentials G
^-(?J = ^-G*9
Otjc

Oti

satisfy

foriJ9keZ.

(3.10)

ij

The corollary implies that the G can be further integrated by both tt and tj.
This fact will be important in the next section where we define TV-point functions
ij
from G (Proposition 4.2).
The formula (3.10) gives a general form of the dKP hierarchy, and is in fact
equivalent to the general form of the hierarchy (2.14). For each k = αo G Δn^m in
(3.10), one can then define a new set of hierarchy,

where the new variable ύι is a generalization of uι in (3.9), and is defined as
ff = G' α °.

(3.12)

Then the Riemann invariant form of the quasi-linear system (3.11) is given by
(2.16). As we will show in Sect. 4, the primary fields φa in (2.17) are related
with the generalized universal coordinates ua by the same Legendre transform as in
(3.3), i.e.

!?

Σ

η*βΦβ ( m o d r ) .

(3.13)

In (3.11) the dKP hierarchy is defined over the entire phase space of the coupling
constants. However, if we restrict the hierarchy only on the small phase space, we
obtain:
Proposition 3.5. The dKP hierarchy (3.11) with ij e Δn,m possesses the following
solutions for each αo G Λn^m,
u«=

Σ

1*βtβ, « 6 ^ « .

(3.14)

As a special case with αo = 0, we have ua = ta.
Proof Note from (3.13) and (3.14) that we have dW/dt^ = dW/dύao = φa° =
l(mod W). Then calculating (3.11) with (3.14) and finding the same equation
as (3.5) in Proposition 3.2 verifies the assertion. D
With the solution (3.14), the primary coupling tao then gives the deformation
parameter (cosmological constant) corresponding to the puncture operator φa° — £P
in the new set of primaries {φa} of (2.17), as we have described in Sect. 2.
It is obvious but important to note that the solution (3.14) does not satisfy the
dKP hierarchy for the gravitational couplings *,-. For each αo the solution of (3.14)
gives a "flat" solution of the WDVV equation, Eq. (1.2), and describes the matter
sector of TFT at the topological point [DW] (see Sect. 7). Proposition 3.5 then
implies that the dKP hierarchy with a given W potential admits the same number
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of flat solutions as of the primaries, that is, n-\-m+l for W in (2.1). In order
to construct solutions with the gravitational couplings, one needs to solve the dKP
hierarchy in the entire phase space. It is however surprising that these solutions
can be obtained by solving the dKP hierarchy only in the small phase space. This
has been shown in [KG], and may be considered as the renormalizability of the
universal coordinates. This will be further discussed in Sect. 6.

4. Appoint Functions
In this section we give a realization of our TFT by constructing explicit formulae
of the TV-point functions in the framework of the dKP hierarchy. Let us begin
with:
Definition 4.1. A complex function (φh
φiN) oft — (tf : / e Z) is a N-point
1
function of the fields {φ }, if there exists a function F = F{t) such that

^

(4.1)

^

Here the function F(t) is called the free energy of a TFT.
From Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 it is immediate that:
Proposition 4.2. There exists a function F = F(t) such that the generalized GD
potential Gij in (3.7) is expressed by

°"'khr

(42)

It is then natural to identify G^ to be the 2-point function generated by the free
energy F,
&.

ij

(4.3)

This gives a constitutive equation of the 2-point function as a function of the universal coordinates [DW]. Also with (4.3), the variables uι in (3.12) with a fixed
αo G Anίm are expressed by

i

t ) , i e Z .

(4.4)

Now we define the TV-point function of our TFT by differentiating (4.3) with
respect to the flow parameters,

In particular one can prove:
Proposition 4.3. The 3-point function defined by (4.5) can be represented by the
residue formula

(φiφJφk) =

res

p e Ker W

W

(4.6)
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of (3.7), it suffices to show
dto

res

^

(4.7)

pEKerW

For the case / ^ 0, j ^ - 2 , we get by analytical continuation of the contour in
the residue integral,
the r.h.s = res

— res

w

p=oo

p=s

J

= res \φ ^rPOO

\

ψ

dtk

(4.8)

dtk

V

The second piece becomes
J-J~ι

res

—

res

dtk

p=oo

Q/+1

res

dp\i

p=oo

i

Putting this into (4.8) and using (3.7c) yield the l.h.s. of Eq. (4.7). For other
cases of / and j , (4.7) can be shown similarly. •
Note here that, if W is a polynomial in p, i.e. the ^4-model, the residue in
Eq. (4.6) can be evaluated at p — oo. We also remark that W' is nilpotent in the
numerator of the integrand in (4.6), and the residue formula (4.6) is faithful to the
ring structure with the ideal W' — 0. With Proposition 4.3, the integrability of the
3-point function is evident, and is equivalent to (3.10) in Corollary 3.4,

~

(4.9)

~

It should be also noted that the 1-point function obtained by further integration of
(4.7) can not be explicitly expressed unless we give a specific form of the solutions
of the dKP hierarchy (see Sect. 6).
As was shown in the previous section, the coupling constants ta for α G An,m
are identified with the universal coordinates ua at a topological limit of TFT
(Proposition 3.5). This suggests that we have another type of free energy in terms
of the universal coordinates wα. Namely we have:
Proposition 4 . 4 . There exists

a function
aβ

_

F o = FQ(U) such that for a,βe Δ n ^ m ,
d

δ

dua duβ

(4.10)

Proof Note first that the generalized GD potential G^ can be considered as the
functions of the universal coordinates wα instead of ta. From Proposition 3.2 and
the explicit form of G0^, one can easily see that Ga^ can be integrated by both wα
and uK D
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Note that the existence of F o results directly from the definition of the universal
coordinates, and not as a consequence of the dKP hierarchy. With the more general
α
solution in Proposition 3.5, that is, wα = (</>°</>α) = ta for each αo G Antm, we have
from Corollary 3.4:
Proposition 4.5. There exists a function Fao = Fao(ύ) such that for α, β G AntTn,
aβ

_

d d
dύa dύβ

One should note from these propositions that the 2-point function G^
universal object, that is,

is a

(4.12)
This has been found as a symmetry of the WDVV equation in [Du2].
From Propositions 4.4 and 4.5, we propose:
Definition 4.6. A complex function (</>αi '-φCίN}o of the universal coordinates ua
for α G An^m is a universal N-point function of the fields φa, if there exists a
function Fo = F0(u) such that for at G An^m,
/

^

(

4

.

1

3

a

)

We call the function FQ the universal free energy. In general, one can also define universal N-point functions for the fields {φa} in (2.17) with the free energy
Fao(ύ) as

(0αi

(P%0(£) - ^ |

τl-^,(2)

(4.13b)

Note that Fao gives the free energy F in (4.1) at the topological limit corresponding to the flat solution ύa = ta. For αo = 0, we also notice that owing to (3.3)
the 2-point functions G^ in (3.7) can be further integrated by u$ and the universal
1-point functions are expressed as the period integrals,
I
rτ7

(ώ α ) 0 =
ι

(φ )0 = res \w flog A
P=OO I

\

r res [λa+n+2],

0 < α< n,

(4.14a)

]—]] + res \w flogμ - -)] , (4.14b)
n + 1/ J

P=S L

V

m) \

These 1-point functions can be extended for all fields φι with / G Z by integrating
Gm with respect to ua. With these definitions of the TV-point functions, we see the
universality of the 2-point functions,

(φ'φH)o = (Φaφβ) = (φψ)ao

(4.15)
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The universal 3-point function can be also written in the residue formula,

With (4.16), the metric defined in (3.4) can be expressed by the universal 3-point
functions, i.e. for a,β e An,m,
ηaβ = η"β = (Φ«ΦβφO)o

(4.17)

Note that in terms of the flat solution ύa = ta obtained in Proposition 3.5 we also
have
η"β = A G αoα = ίφ*φβφ«o\ .
(4.18)
dtβ

The flatness of these 3-point functions is a fundamental property for TFT.
From (4.16), one can define an inner product on the ring 8% of (2.9) with a
bilinear map, ( , ) 0 : 0t x 3t —> C,
\ ^ \

^

-

( 4

1 9 )

The ring with this inner product {^,( , )o} then defines a commutative Frobenius
algebra. In particular, the set of primary fields {φa} defined in (2.7) gives an orthonormal basis, i.e.

\ψ\

(4-20)

It follows from (4.20) that the following bilinear map also gives an inner product which makes the fields {φ} in (2.17) to be orthonormal, i.e. for a fixed

W

(4.21)

Note that (φ, ψ)o = (φ9 ψ)ao, i e the invariance of the inner product under the change
of primaries.
Let us now consider the fusion algebra (2.21) with the universal 3-point functions
(4.16). Using (4.19), the structure constants of in (2.21) can be written by
(4.22)
Then the associativity (1.2c) follows through reducing the following quantity to the
universal 3-point functions (4.16),

For the case of the dKP hierarchy in the form (2.16), the fusion algebra for {φa} is defined in the same way: From (4.21), the structure constant dy
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is given by
(4.24)

W

This also gives a residue formula of the universal 3-point functions for {φa}, and
from (3.13) and (4.15) we have
rv

iv

iv

Π

iv

iv

dUy
In particular, we see rf$ = (φaφβφa*)^.

Φaφβ = Σ

f)

α0

0

dUy

'

We also note

c

fΦy = Σ

cfφyφao

(mod Wr),

(4.26)

which leads to the linear transformation between the fields {φa} and {φ α },
Φa =

Σ

c

TΦβ

(modJF')-

(4.27)

With (4.27), one can now prove the relation (3.13), dW/dύ^ = φa (mod Wr)\ Taking
the derivative of the W potential with respect to wα, we have

Using (4.27) then leads to the relation (3.13).
Before closing this section, we remark as a corollary to Proposition 4.5 that the
dKP hierarchy in (3.11) for the entire phase space can be put into a hamiltonian
form,

d^_±dJΓ__δ_
dt, ' dtXΰ dΰx - dtao ^ J

dW
d0'

β

ι e L

'

(4

2 9 )

where the hamiltonian function Hι is given by the 1-point function (φ1)^ defined
in (4.13b). Note here that the index / in the 1-point function is extended to i G Z,
as explained below (4.14).

5. The Topological Recursion Relation
In addition to Eqs. (1.2), the TFT's also satisfy the so-called "topological recursion
relation" which gives a recursion for the 3-point functions of the descendants. In
this section we show that the dKP hierarchy (2.4) also provides this important
property.
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Let us first define the descendant fields of the primaries φa, σN(φa)
except a = — 1,
cKaφN(-n+ι)+\

(φ«) :=

for N ^ 1,

O ^ a ί n ,

(5.1)

σN

where the normalization constants cN<ot and d^,a are defined by [EKYY, AK]
( α + l + ( Λ Γ - i χ / i + l ) ) ]"

cN,a = [ ( α + i χ α + l + M + l )
dN,a = [(|«| - 1)(|«| - 1+ifi)

- 1 + (N - \)m)Yι

flα|

ι

For the case of α = — 1, the descendant field σκ(φ~ )

.

1

(5.2a)
(5.2b)

is defined as

Γπ/N

N\

(\ogμ-dN)

(5.3)

where the constants cN and d^ are given by
(5.4a)
N

1

7W/=1

/

1

(5.4b)

In Appendix A, we give the explicit formula of (5.3), and show that σ ^ φ " 1 ) is
defined as an element of the ring M of (2.9). The compatibility of these fields can
be also shown in the similar way as in Lemma 2.1. Equation (5.3) gives a precise
definition and generalization of the descendant fields of φ~ι found in [EY]. With
the relation δW/du0 = φ° = 1 (modW) (see (3.3)), the descendant fields (5.1) and
(5.3) obey a recursion relation,
(mod

OU0

W).

(5.5)

Correspondingly to those descendant fields, we also define the gravitational coupling
constants t^a as
c
c

N?jN(n+\)+a,

?j

0 ^

(X ^ Π ,

iV,-l,

α =

-1

-m

<, 0C ^

N^ t-Nm-\*\,

(5.6)
-2.

Thus the gravitational descendants are constructed entirely from the primary (matter)
fields alone, similar to the case of the minimal model [Lo,EKYY,EYYl].
With the definitions of Q^1 in (5.3), and t^-x in (5.6), one can extend the
ι
3-point function in Proposition 4.3 to include the field σN(φ~ ). In particular, following the calculations in Appendix A and in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we find
x
the formula for the 2-point function with

σN(φ~ι)φι)=

res
res
P=oo

WN
TV!

ι

- cN)φ

WN
res|—

(5.7)
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x

a

As shown in (4.14), the 2-point function (σN(φ~ )φ ) can be further integrated by
wα, and we have the 1-point functions in addition to (4.14),

( l

WN+λ

)

^ J

(58)

1

By the ideal W = 0, we have the extended relation of (2.8),
σN(φn)

:=^ λ ^ φ - ^ - ^ ^

= σN(φ~^)

( m o d W'\

N^O,

(5.9)

with the identifications σo(φ α ) = </>α, co,α = ^o,α = 1 for any α G Δn^m. This implies
that the solutions of the dKP hierarchy (2.13) have the form with ί0?α : = fα,
wα = wα(^,/? : tN,n + ^,-(m+i), for each N ^ 0, and j8 G J π , w ) ,

(5.10)

where ^,-(m+i) is the flow parameter corresponding to the field σ^v(φ~ (m+1) ), i.e.
^ 5 _( m + i) = N\mNt-(N+\)m-\.
Note that these σN(φ~^m+x>}) and ^ _ ( w + i ) were readily
excluded from the defining relations (5.1) and (5.6). However, because of (5.10)
we identify tNiK with tNiH + *;v;-(m+i)- With these notations one obtains the main
theorem of this section:
Theorem 5.1. For each primary (/>α, we λαt e ίAe topological recursion relation for
the 3-point functions,
(σN(φ«)AB)=

Σ

{σN-χ{φ«)φβ){φβAB)

,

(5.11)

for any A,B G C[p, (p - s)~ι] and N ^ 1.
To prove this theorem we need:
Lemma 5.2. The descendants can be decomposed into the primaries, I e.,
a

β

Σ (σN-i(φ«)Φ )Φβ

σN(φ )=
Proof

(modjT).

(5.12)

From the orthonormality (4.20), we note that Eq. (5.12) is equivalent to

(σN-:(φ«)Φβ) = (σN(ΦΊΦβΦ°)o = res f f f * y i .

(5.13)

The function in the residue has a pole at either p = oo or p = s in addition to those
at the roots of W = 0. Therefore we evaluate (5.13) for the case of α φ — 1,
Λτ,α res [ F - D ^ + D + α + i ^

the residue = ^

for α ^ 0

p—oo
1

1

dNa res [ μ ^ - ^ - * - ^ ] ,
'

p—oo

for α ^ - 2
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which gives, with (3.7), the l.h.s. of (5.13). For the case of α = —1, we have
=

res

V—1
N

o~\

— ί)-

J

= r e s \ W ' , ( l o g λ - cN^)φβ]
p=oo l\Jy

Γ

UfN—l

+ res ] * "

' (logμ -

p=s L ^ V — ί)l

dN-λ)φl>]
J

•
Then the proof of Theorem 5.1 is straightforward with the residue formula of the
three point functions (4.6).

6. The String Equations
Here we derive the "string equation" as the solution of the dKP hierarchy (3.6),
and give an explicit scheme to construct the corresponding free energy. The main
result in this section is to show that all the effects of the gravitational couplings to
the constitutive equations (2-point functions) can be described in the small phase
space alone by renormalizing the primary couplings, that is, the renormalizability of
the solutions of our TFT. Let us first note from Theorem 5.1:
Corollary 6.1. The dKP hierarchy (3.6) for the gravitational couplings t^β can be
decomposed into the flows for the primaries with tγ,
dua
^-,
where the 2-point function {σ^-\{φ^)φy)

<*,β£An,m,

(6.1)

is a function of u* given by (4.3).

From Corollary 6.1 one can obtain:
Theorem 6.2 [KG]. The solution of the dKP hierarchy can be expressed by
u\ίβ : β e An,m),

for α G An,m ,

(6.2)

w ( ^ : y G J w , m ) = w (...,0,ί_ m ,...,^,0,...),

(6.3a)

u\tj :jeZ)=

where ύa and ft are given by for all oc,βe Δn,m,
α

α

Σ

h = H+

Proof

(<?N-ι(ΦΊΦβ)tN,« .

(6.3b)

Equation (6.1) can be expressed in the invariant form of the vector

field x£9
XJΪjU* = 0

for a,β G Δn,m

and N ^ 1 ,

(6.4)

with

J

N,β

~ Σ

β

{σN-x{Φ )Φy)^ •

(6.5)
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This implies that each ua is constant along the characteristic, which are straight
lines, given by, for oc,β G An,m and N ^ 1,
dta

-1

(σN.ι(φβ)φa)

'

(

™}

The integrals of Eq. (6.6) are
4 = f«+

Σ

(<ΓN-\(φβ)Φa)tN,β ,

(6.7)

which gives Eq. (6.3b) on taking the sum over N ^ 1. Here ία gives the initial
position of the characteristics at tNj = 0 for all N ^ 1. Note then that wα in
(6.3a) are the solutions of the dKP hierarchy in the small phase space labeled
by {ta : oί e Λ^m). This completes the proof. D
This theorem implies that the solution of the dKP hierarchy is completely determined by that in the small phase space, wα. To be concrete, we first note that
Eq. (6.3b) may be written in the following form, which gives the string equation of
our TFT (see the end of this section),

Σ

(σN-ι(Φβ)Φ«)tN,β ,

(6.8)

by shifting the couplings with arbitrary constants CNJ as
tN,β = tN,β + CN,β,

for N ^ 1 ,

(6.9a)

and by imposing the relations,
(σN-\(Φβ)Φa)CN,β = 4

— Σ

(6.9b)

Note here that the dKP hierarchy is translationally invariant in the couplings, that is,
the solution can be written in the shifted variables t^a- A solution wα(fy) of the dKP
hierarchy in the small phase space is then given by solving the algebraic equation
(6.9b). For example, by the choice of CNJ = —δN,ιδβ,oL0, this equation coincides with
(3.14), so that the dKP hierarchy provides a flat solution of our TFT. All the flat
solutions are indeed obtained from this choice of the constants CNj. The solution
in the large phase space is given by merely writing ty in ύa(tγ) by (6.3b). This is
an implicit solution called the hodograph solution, which still includes the function
α
w in the r.h.s. of (6.3b). (See below for the construction of explicit solutions.)
Thus depending on the values of C^β one can construct infinitely many solutions
of the dKP hierarchy in the entire phase space. Physically speaking, a choice of
CNj amounts to considering a TFT in the small phase space where the gravitational
couplings take the fixed values,
c

ϊN,β = N,β,

N ^ 1, β G An,m ,

(6.10)

and the TFT in the large phase space is obtained as a perturbation from this gravity
background.
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The physical meaning of (6.2) is that all the gravitational effects in the universal
a
a
coordinates u (t), consequently in the 2-point function (φ φ^) are renormalized into
the primary couplings ta by (6.3b). This renormalizability of the TFT can be most
properly seen by writing the action (2.12) as
^ o +

Σ

**Φ* (mod i f ' ) .

(6.11)

This follows from Lemma 5.2 for the decomposition of the descendants. By (6.3b)
and (6.9b) we obtain the string equation in the generalized form,

Σ

{σN-\(φβ)φa)CN,β

= ta+

Σ

(σN-i(Φβ)Φoι)tN,β

(6.12)

Here the 2-point functions are the known function of ua by the explicit forms
(3.7) and (5.7), thereby (6.12) gives an implicit solution of the dKP hierarchy, the
generalized hodograph solution. In order to solve (6.12) explicitly, we employ a
perturbation method, assuming the gravitational couplings t^a to be small, where
the leading solution is given by (6.9b) with fα = tΆ9 i.e. tN^ = 0 for N ^ 1. Thus
one obtains the solution wα(ίz ) as a formal series in the gravitational couplings ί#,α
This is the well-known renormalization procedure in the quantum field theory. For
example, in the case where C^j — — <5#, 1^0,0? Eq. (6.9b) gives the simplest solution
ua = ta .

The string equation (6.12) then becomes
(σN-ι(Φβ)Φ,)tN,β,

Σ

(6.13)

which was discussed in [DW,EYY2]. The above mentioned renormalization can be
easily carried out in this case.
Let us now give an explicit form of the free energy F of our TFT. Based on
the string equation (6.12) we have:
Theorem 6.3 [Dul,Krl,TT2]. The free
given by
F(tNta : α G Δn^N

^ 0) = \
1

energy corresponding to Eq. (6.9b) is

Σ
oc,βeΔnm,

tNjM,β{σN{ΦΊ^M{φβ)){t),

(6.14)

where F0,α = ta.

Proof. By multiplying (6.8) by (φaAB) with any fields A,B and using the topological recursion relation (5.12), the string equation (6.8) becomes
0=

Σ
βeΔnm

kβ(°N(Φβ)AB) =

Σ

β£Δnm

hβ^-{AB).
ϋt

Kβ

(6.15)
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This shows that the 2-point function is a homogeneous function of degree zero
in fjvjg, so that the free energy is of degree two, that is, with an Euler operator

:=

Σ

hβ^-F
c

t

(6.16)

= 2F.
β

The formula (6.14) is then obtained by applying the Euler operator once again to
(6.16). D
One should again note that the 2-point functions (φιφJ) in Eq. (6.14) are the explicitly given quantities in terms of the universal coordinates {ua}, which are the
solutions of the dKP hierarchy. We also note that Eq. (6.14) can be reduced to the
free energy on the small phase space with ^v,α = 0 foriV ^ 1,

Fit, : γ e Λ,m) = \

tatβ{φaφβ) +

Σ

+ ~

Σ

Σ

CN,atβ(σN(φa)φf)

^KocCMji^NiΦ^^MiΦ )}

(6-17)

In Sect. 8, we discuss several examples of LG potentials, and give the explicit
formulae of the free energy.

7. Critical Phenomena
In this section we discuss the critical behavior of the TFT coupled to the gravity
based on the string equation (6.12). This corresponds to studying that of a matrix model in the genus-zero (classical) limit, which would obey a constrained KP
hierarchy with the W potential in a pseudo-differential form.
We call our TFT with the rational potential (2.1) a JFw>w-model. For example,
Wnfi gives the An-model, and ^2«+i,2 with the Z2-symmetry, where the deformation
variables are constrained by s — 0 and v2a+i = 0 f o r — l ^ α ^ w — 1, gives the
Dn-model. Also, J^2«+i,2m with the Z2-symmetry is a natural extension of the latter
[T]. (The truncation by the Zα-symmetry with a ^ 3 does not make sense, since
the flat metric is vanishing for the primaries given by φa, where α is the ^-multiple.
In this regard there is a misstatement in our previous paper [AK].) As is clear from
the free energy (6.14), the JF^m-model with non-zero m in general has a scaling
violation due to the log-term. The above models are all of the types which do not
have such a violation in our TFT.
We now study critical phenomena of the Wn^m-model by scaling to the special
gravity background given by (6.10),
h,β = ~(>N,No<>β,βo

f o r

s o m e

A), No ^ 1 .

This amounts to studying the dKP hierarchy in the small phase space with C^β =
—δN,Noδβjo. The solution of the hierarchy is then given by the string equation (6.12),
i.e.,

(σNo-l(φ*>)φa)=ta.

(7.1)
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For the scaling models, we find the critical behavior of the free energy,
F -> s2-γs^F,

as ta -> ει-y«ta .

(7.2)

Here ε is a (dimensionless) scaling parameter, y str i ng is called the string susceptibility
[FGZ], and yα is the critical exponent of the primary φa following from (2.16), i.e.
φ —>• εnφ

.

(7.3)

Since 0α° = ^ ( = 1 ) , the puncture operator, we take yαo = 0. Hence the dimension
of tao equals 1, and tao — tap, the cosmological constant. The values of y str i ng and yα
can be computed by a dimensional analysis of the string equation (7.1). (Make use
of the case α = α 0 to fix the dimension of λ and μ.) Here we give only the results:
a) Case with α 0 ^ 0:
7string

2
~ ~d^

Tα =

'

α — oco
d+± 5

«
tor α ^ 0Λ ,

7α =

,

j

for α < 0 ,

(7.4)

where
d++ = No(n + 1) — α 0 -f- βo,

for /?o ^ 0 ,

d+_ = 7V0(« -f 1) - α 0 - 1 - (j80 + 1 ) ^ — ,

for β0 < 0 .

b) Case with α 0 < 0:
2
y string — ~ ~ 1

ya = —
^

=

?

^

_o^o^

—

,

f o r α < 0

for α ^ 0 ,
,

(7.5)

where
/n

d-+ = Norn + α0 + 1 + (βo + 1)
ί/__

= JVo/w + αo — j8o,

m
-,
n+1

tor po ^ 0 ,

for j?o < 0 .

For the ^o(^«)-πiodeΓ these results are well known in the critical analysis
of matrix models [Do,GGPZ,FK,FKN,DW2]. In fact the critical Wn,0-model is
obtained as the genus-zero limit of the double scaled (p — l)-matrix model at the
th
q criticality in which
p — I = n,

q — \ = (NQ — !)(« + 1) + j8o

(7.6)
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The latter model is identified with the (p,q) minimal model coupled to the gravity. Among the minimal ones the (n + l,n + 2) model, for No = 2 and βo =
0, falls into the unitary series, of which the central charge is given by 1 —
in
t h e
(n+\)(n+2)
gravitationless limit [KPZ,DK,Da]. The (n+l,q)
models
with 1 ^ q ^ n + 1 correspond to the topological limits of the Wn^model.
For the fF2v+ij2μ-model with the Z2-symmetry these results should be understood
with the following parametrization of the indices,
n = 2v + 1,

m = 2μ,

and
α = la,

for a e Δv^μ .

(7.7)

An interesting observation about the models of this type is that there is a symmetry
in the critical exponents given by (7.4) and (7.5) under the simultaneous interchange
w —> 7M — 1,

m —> n+l9

and
α+l-*-(α+l).

(7.8)

This implies that the J^2v+i,2μ-model in the gravity background given by t^β =
—<>N,Noδβ,βo n a s the s a m e critical behavior as the #2μ-i,2v+2-model in the background tNj = -δN,Noδβ^(βo+2), if the primary coupling ί α ,α G A2v,2μ in the former
is identified with ί_(α+2)? —(α + 2) G ^2μ-2,2v+2 in the latter. This symmetry holds
for any iVΌ(^ 1). Hence both models are considered to be physically equivalent
even when the gravity is turned on, by generalizing the identification of the primary
couplings for the descendant couplings. Thus there exists an equivalent pair in the
Wn^m-models with the Z2-symmetry.
Although the scaling analysis from (7.1) to (7.5) cannot be applied for the case
without the Z2-symmetry, we conjecture that in general the Wn>m-model is equivalent
to the JFm_i5W+i-model by the above identification of the couplings. Notice that this
equivalence is based on the interchange of the local coordinates λ and μ in (2.2) (i.e.
interchange between p and p — s). It is also interesting to see how this symmetry is
extended for the LG models with multi-poles in the rational potential [Kr2]. In the
next section, this equivalence will be checked for the 7Fo,2- a n d the W\t\-models,
by calculating the free energy in the small phase space with the different gravity
backgrounds given by tN)β =
-δNΛδβ^.
8. Examples
In order to demonstrate the results obtained in this paper, we here give the
explicit results for several models, which include the Wo,\-model for a example with two primaries, and the JFo,2-> ^1,1 -models for those with three
primaries.
Wo,\-model The W potential in this case is given by (2.1),
W = p + ^ - ,
p-s

(8.1)
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where v-\ and s are related to the universal coordinates (3.2) as
s — u~λ — wo

u_i = u° = U-\,

(8.2)

Then we have (2.2),
λ = p + — + ^ ^
P
P2
μ = —-^

+

,

(8.3a)

h wo + ( p - wo) .

(8.3b)

The flow equation for t-\ is then given by (3.6) and (4.29),

^A^-Λ-A/^0

U

-Λ _ ( °

where VZ/Q"1 := (dH^ι/du-\,dH^ι/duo)τ,
given by the 1-point function (4.14b),
^o" 1 = (Φ~l)o := ^ -

and the hamiltonian function //Q"1 is

= \"l + tt-i(logii-i - 1).

(8.5)

Here the universal free energy FQ can be found as follows: With the hamiltonian
for the identity flow given by HQ = (φ°)o — dFo/duo = wow_i, we obtain

u_λ ilog!/_i

^J .

(8.6)

The hamiltonian H[~ι for the descendant field of φ~ι is given by
H~ι = (σ(0- 1 ))o = l-u\ + t/oW_1(logw_1 - 1).

(8.7)

ι

The 2-point functions (φ φ^) then become

(φV" 1 ) = "0,

(φ°φ°) = «_,,
o

(σi(φ )φ°)

0

= «o«_i,

1

(σ.Cφ )./.- ) = «_i + i«§ ,
-i^,

^ _

1

(0-V" 1 } = lθgM_! ,

)

2

{σ,((/)-1)φ-1)=MologM_i ,

- 2 1 o g M _

1

+ 2 } ,

(8.8)
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which are put in the string equation (6.8),
to + (φ°φo)tι,o + (φ-ιφo)h,-\

+ (σι(φo)φo)t2,o + {σλ{φ~λ)φo)t2,-\

?-i + <0VM)7ifo + (Φ~V-i}fi,-i + M ^

= 0,
(8.9a)
= 0.
(8.9b)

As we mentioned in Sect. 2, we can set either a) to = tap or b) t-\=t&. The
case of a) corresponds to the dKP equation in the form of (8.4), while in the case
of b) the dKP equation is rewritten in the form (3.11) with OCQ = —1 9

where we define wα = ((/>α°0α) in (4.4) with α 0 = — 1,
ύ0 := (φ~ιφo) = logw-i,

ύ-ι := (φ~ιφ-ι)

= w0

The hamiltonian function 770 in (8.10) is given by

with the free energy F_i in (4.13b),
F_x=l-ύ2_xύo

+ eύ« .

(8.13)

In particular, note the universality of the 2-point function (4.12),

(φ

)0 : =

where φ " 1 = 1 and φ° = p — uo = eu°(p — ϋ-\)~ι (mod W). The string equations
corresponding to these cases become as follows:
For the case of a), choosing C/v,α = —^iv,i^α,o in (6.8),
u0 = tp + ί1>oWo + ^ . j logtt_i H
«-i = t& + ίi,o«-i + ίi,_i«o +

,
,

(8.15a)
(8.15b)

where ί^ = t-\ is the primary coupling of 0* = 0° = φ_i. The free energy (6.14)
for the flat solution, say Fζt&Jg), is given by FQ in (8.6) with the substitution
Uθ — tap, U-\ = tg.

For the case of b), we have with the choice CV,α = — ^τv,i^α,-i ?
2_i =t& + thQeύo + ίi. —l M-i

,

(8.16a)

UQ = ^ + ίi?ow_i + ίi } _i δo
(8.16b)
The free energy for the flat solution is then given by F-\ in (8.13) with w_i = ί^,
ύo — t^. This is the CP 1 -model discussed in [DW, EY]. As an example including a
gravitational coupling, we calculate the free energy (6.14) for the case with nonzero
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K-\ := Kg? [EHY]: From (8.16), we first have
2-i = τ - ^ — ,

(8.17)

uQ = --^—.

Then from (6.14) we obtain the same result as in [EHY],

Here the point is that our derivation of the free energy is totally algebraic.
l. The W potential is given by
(8.19)

p-s
with the relation,
v_ι = u° = u-u

(v-2)l/2

= u~2 = w_ 2 ,

S = U~1=UQ.

(8.20)

The flow equations in the hierarchy are
'iι_i\
UQ

/
] = I

0
0

1
0
0

\l/U-2

0

\

ίu-i

g

1/M_2

T -

MO

-U-i/u2_2J

\tt-2,

/0 1
= —
1 0 0 I VΛΛ"1 ,
Oto \
»
\0 0 1
M_l\
δ

,_

/

0

1 "0 I = I
2

\tt_ 2 /

0

V«-2

(8.21a)

1

\

^

/!!_!

2

0 -t/_!/ W _ 2 ] — I «o

\-U-i/uL>> 1

«ii/«i 2 /

= Jl- I 1

0

0 ) V//0-2 ,

,0

0

1/

V^-2,

(8.21b)

where the hamiltonian functions are given by
1

HQ

ι

= {φ~ )o = T

//0-2 = (φ-2)0
U

u

w

= -MQ + -\ ^°β -2 j

= ^ - = uoU-2 + - — .
^W_2
2U-2

Here the free energy FQ is given by

(8.22a)
(8.22b)
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In this model, there are three flat solutions:
a) With the choice C^,α = — $N,\d<x,o, we obtain the universal free energy Fo
given by (8.23). The free energy F(ta : α = 0 , - 1 , - 2 ) in (6.14) is then given by
Fo with ua = toe, in particular, to = t&.
b) With CV,α =
-δNΛδa^u
F_i - -fi-i w2_2 + -fioδii - 24 ^-2 + u-2eύo ,

(8.24)

where the new variables ύa, α = 0, — 1, — 2 are defined by
ι

:= (φ- φ-x) =M 0 ,

:=(φ-1φ_i)=iio,
ι

w_2 := (φ~ φ-2)

L

(8.25)

= u-ι/u-2 .

Note here that (φ^φβ) = (φaφβ)_\ = 32F_i/3wα<3wβ, and the free energy is given
by F(ta) = F_i(wα = ta) with t_x = t<?.
C) With Cτv,α = -^,l^α,-2,
1 , 1 ,
1 ~ /
3\
F _ 2 = - ί / - i ^ H - - w l 2 +W0W-1W-2 + - w i ! ( logw_i - - ) ,

(8.26)

where the new variables are
Γfi_i := (φ~2φ-ι)
[

= w_2 ,

S _ 1 := (0- 2 0o> - κ-i/κ-2 ,
2

(8.27)
2

[fi_2 := (φ- 0-2) = wo - |(^-i/w-2) .
The free energy is given in the same way as before, and t-2 — t&.
W\}\-modeί The W potential is
?
2

(8.28)

^
p —s

where
ί o = w° = wo,

ϋ_i = w1 = w_i,

5 = w"1 = u\ .

(8.29)

This model has been recently studied in [Du2,KO]. Here we show that the flat
solutions of this model coincide with those of the PFo,2-model just discussed (the
equivalent pair discussed in Sect. 7). With (8.28), the flow Eq. (3.6) are
(8.30a)
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The three flat solutions are as follows:
a) With Cτv,α =

-δN,ιδ^0,

Fo = -u-\u\ + -ul + uιuou-ι + -u2_x (logM_i - -z )
6
6
1
\
1J

(8.31)

This gives the same free energy F(t^,t^l9t^2)
as that in the case c) of the ^0,2model, if we identify the variables wα in this model with ϋβ, β = —(α + 2) (mod 3),
in the Wo, 2 -model as
t& : = UQ = δ_2,

t&2 : = u-\ — ii-\ .

tΆι := u\ = ύ0,

(8.32)

b) With Ctf,a = -<$tf,i<S«,_i,
-ύ^ύ20

0

+ -ύxxύύ22__xx

4 4
- —ύ
—ύ
+ ύ0e^ ,
0

(8.33)

where
ίδ_i := {φ~ιφ-ι}

=MO + " I / 2 ,

1

:=<Φ" Φo)=«i,
ι

δi := (φ~ φι)

(8.34)

=logw_i .

The free energy is the same as in the case b) of the ^0,2-model,
c) With CV,α = -δN,\δaΛ,
1 .

.0

1 .9

2
u-ιuwf
+ -uιΰ
-uιu%
+ -«
-ί 2_, log ΰo ,
Fi = -«_i
ι
0

(8.35)

where
(8.36)

The free energy is again the same as in the case a) of the JFo,2-model.

Appendix A: Calculus Including Log-terms
Here we give the explicit calculations of quantities including log-terms, for example,
the generators Q^1 in (5.3), and the 1-point function (4.14b) of the corresponding
fields σN(φ~ι).
We first define the projection symbols [ ]+ and [•]- in (2.5) in terms of the
contour integrals. Let f(p) G C[p,(p — s)~ι], that is, f(p) is a rational function
given by

= Σ «*/ + Σ r - ^ i

(A.i)
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Then the + and — projections are defined by
[/(/>)]+ == Σ akPk ,
k>0

]- := Σ
The coefficients α/ and b\ are obtained by

b, = res [/(/>)(/> - s)'-:] := ±-.§ f(p)(p - s)'~ι dp ,

(A3)

where C^ and Cs are the contours oriented in the anti-clockwise direction about
p = oc and p = s, respectively. Then from (A.2) and (A.3), we have

k =52,/r*;* •
( A

-4)

Note that the point p in (A.4) locates between CΌo and Cs. Equations (A.4) give
explicit formulae for the projections of the rational functions in C[p, (p — s)~1].
Now let us consider the case including log-terms, log/ί and logμ. In this
case, one has to modify Cs in (A.4) to Cs which is taken to surround a branch
cut between p = s and p = oo. The main idea of defining these terms is to
regularize the log-terms by adding and subtracting the singular parts of these
1
terms. For the formula Q^ in (5.3) is then calculated as follows: We first
write log A = log(λ/p) -f-log/?, and logμ = \og[μ(p — s)] — log(p — s). Then we
have
WN

Ί

Γ WN

(log - - CAT JJ - y — (log\μ(P ~ s)] - dN)
N

W

I

TψN

'

(A 5)

'

The first two terms are well defined and give polynomials in C[p,(p — s)~ι], while
the last two terms may be computed by deforming the contour in the integrals (A.4),
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i.e. with Cs —> Cs,

wNt

N

1 \w
1
£

2πιN\

. Wjzf logz
z-p

r

1_
W(zf \og(z - s)
2 ώ V ί ||

Z

Z

ω M ,N\ 1 .

z—P

(AΛ)

\z — s)

Thus β ^ 1 includes the log-term, and is calculated as
WN ί

lg

λ

\WN

M

CN

( 7 ^ - )\ - [

JVΊ

/

J -J-

U

W{pf

(A.7)

In particular, we see from (A.7)
that Q~ι — Q^λ — log(/? — s) in (2.5). Note here
(
ι
ι
that the fields σκ(φ~ ) = 8Q^ /dp are all well-defined as elements in the ring (2.9),
ι

In a similar way as above, the residue formula including the log-terms can be
also explicitly expressed by the contour integrals. Let f(p) G C[p,(p — s)~~x\ We
then want to give a precise meaning of the quantity, e.g. (5.8),
res [f(p)logλ]
p=oo

+ res [/(/>)logμ] .

(A.8)

p=s

By the regularizations for log λ and logμ, we obtain

res

f(p)log - I + res [f(p)log[μ(p
p=s

p—oo
+

- s)]]

2πi $
Coo

= res [/(/>)log —^—1 + res [f(p)log{μ(p
p=oo _
|

p —SJ

Note that the contour integral in (A.9) gives jQ[f(p)]+dp
obtained in [AK], i.e.
§ /(^)[log p - log(/? - s)} dp = jdz§
Coo

- s)}] .

(A.9)

p=s

0

which was previously

^
Co

dp .
P~Z
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Appendix B: The dKP Hierarchy
In this appendix, we give a brief summary of the dKP theory as a quasi-classical
limit of the KP theory. For simplicity, we consider here the original form of the KP
hierarchy, and not a constrained hierarchy discussed recently in [BX, AFNV, OS],
which is directly related to our dKP hierarchy in the dispersionless limit. The KP
theory without constraint may be formulated as follows:
Let L be a formal pseudo-differential operator given by
(B.I)
where A1 — Aι(X, Tχ,T2,...), the symbol d implies the derivative with respect to X,
and d~ιd = dd~ι = 1. The operation with dι is given by a generalized Leibnitz
rule,

The KP hierarchy is then defined by the so-called Lax formula,
dL
= [Bn,L]:=BnL~LBn,
dTn

n = 0,l,...,

(B.3)

where the differential operator Bn is given by the differential part of Ln+ι/(n + 1),
denoted by
Bn = -^[Ln+ι}+

.

(B.4)

The hierarchy (B.3) is also given by the compatibility conditions of the following
linear equations for the wave function Ψ(To,T\,...) with 7Ό — X, and Jp- = 0;
LΨ = λΨ ,

(B.5a)

dΨ
Tτ=BnΨ.

(B.5b)

Note that (B.5b) gives an iso-spectral deformation of the operator L in (B.5a). Then,
the dKP hierarchy can be obtained from the "quasi-classical" limit of the KP theory
as follows [Ko2]: Let % be a small parameter (the Planck constant), and introduce
the variables,
tn :=hTn,

for /i = 0,1,... ,

(B.6a)

a1: = ai(to9tu...):=Ai(ToiTu...)9

for i = 0,1,... ,

(B.6b)

which lead to the replacement -*fψ- = fijf- Then write the wave function Ψ in (B.5)
to be the WKB form,
1

~'

•

^

(B.7)
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where the function S is called the action, and plays a fundamental role of the dKP
theory. With (B.7) the quasi-classical limit leads to, for / e Z,
d

-lf=vψ^Pi>

asΛ-0,

(B.8)

where p is the momentum function defined by

From (B.8), Eqs. (B.5) in the limit become
0

1

a
a
a
a
λ = p+ — + - 2 +••• ,
P
P
p dQn

(B.lOa)

where Qn given by lim^oo [5 n ι F/ ( F] is the polynomial part of λn+ι/(n + 1) in /?,
and we denote β" = [λn+ι/(n + 1)]+ as in (2.5). Note that (B.IO) is the HamiltonJacobi equation for the wave Eq. (B.5), and it defines the dKP hierarchy. In this
formulation, λ is considered to be a constant given by the spectral parameter of
L. Note that the formulation we used in the text is different from the one given
here, that is, the momentum function p in the text is considered as a parameter
instead of λ. However, these formulations are of course equivalent, and indeed they
are connected as a cannonical change of variables: Namely consider the differential
three-forms (oo-forms in general),
dλΛdpΛdx = dQn ΛdλΛ dtn ,

(B.ll)

which leads to both (B.IO) and the dKP hierarchy in the form (2.4) by considering the independent variables to be either (λ,tn9x) or (p,tn,x), and comparing the
coefficients of dλ A dtn Λ dx or dp Λ dtn Λ dx. Now it is clear from (B.IO) that the
function p gives the conserved densities of the hierarchy (Theorem 3.1). Also the
compatibility conditions among the flows in (B.IO), which are now given by
dQ*

(B 12)

J

dO

tr^

Note from (B.9) and (B.lOb) that Q' is written in the form with the action 5,
Q' = ^ , for n = 0 , 1 , . . . .

(B.13)

Writing Qι in a Laurent series of λ, we have
1
1
°° 1
β< = ^ [ ^ : = — ^ - Σ ^ .

(B.14)

Here the coefficients G^ can be calculated by the residue form,

G" = - res [Q<V] = -^— res \λi+1 ψ] ,
λ=oo

7 + 1 P=O°

[_

Φ J

(B.15)
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ij

jι

which is just (3.7a), and also shows G = G .
be written in terms of the free energy F,
oo

/'+i

We then see that the action S can

°°

I

zy

dF

2

Here the free energy is defined by (4.2), G = d F/dtidtj. The existence of the free
energy is a consequence of the integrability (B.12), i.e. (3.10),
d&

_

dG»
(B 17)

-^ - ~w •

Noticing the scale invariance of (B.I7) under tj —» εtj, we see that the functions
ij
G are homogeneous functions of degree zero, and so that the free energy F is of
degree two, i.e. (6.16) [Krl,TT2]. This implies
Q

oo

Ytti—F

(B.18)

= 2F.

Then taking the derivative of (B.I8) with respect to tj leads to

and, using (B.18) once again, we obtain the formula (6.14) of the free energy, i.e.

F = \ Σ We*' .
Z

(B.20)

iJ=0

Note also that using the formula (B.15) the free energy F can be written in the
form [Krl],
res

F=2

=oo [

P

5 + ^

,

(B.21)

dp J

where S+ := Σϊo'M /+ 7(ί+ 1), and ^+ - Σ ϊ o ^
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